2015 : AEROSCOPIA, A partnership Governance

A l'origine du projet, des associations fondateuses passionnées

Les porteurs et financeurs du musée

PILOTAGE COLLEGIAL
Comité opérationnel
Comité d'orientation

Un exploitant par DSP

Redevances
Aeroscopia: The exceptional heritage of Toulouse

More than 35 aircraft: aesoscopia celebrates the aeronautical history in Toulouse since 1920 with the creation of Dewoitine facilities at the origin of Airbus today.

Two vocations:
- Aeroscopia aims at preserving the aircraft and aeronautical materials, archives and oral heritage.
- Aeroscopia is a center for sharing aeronautic and scientific culture.

Aeroscopia connects past, present and future!
Aeroscopia : a multi-activity complex

Offers
• A 35,000m2 space welcoming a rich collection of 36 civil, scientific and military aircraft
• 5 thematic and interactive areas
• 1 shop with 1,200 references: models, textiles, children's area, etc.
• Strong synergy with visits to Airbus sites
• Proximity to the societies : Ailes Anciennes Toulouse, Aérothèque, Cap Avenir Concorde...

Programming for all audiences
• Self-guided or video-guided tours
• Themed tours for adults and young audiences
• Guided tours and workshops dedicated to "school children" in partnership with the Rectorate
• Cultural events
PROCRAFT PROJECT

This European research project is of great interest for the museum for several reasons:

• First for reasons of conservation: Since some aircraft are kept outdoors and have no possibility of being protected, new conservation issues are of concern to all of the people involved in the aeroscopia project. In-depth scientific studies of the evolution of materials would enable the development of a conservation methodology and possibly provide solutions to preserve today’s aeronautical materials.

• In addition, the online computer platform of the documentary resource center of the museum would give visibility to your various research works or it be used to store some of the PROCRAFT data.

• Finally, aeroscopia propose to be a place of reception for the restitutions, conferences or Exhibitions, opened to the public. We can disseminate your project outcomes and results to a wider audience with an educational approach necessary to share the scientific culture.
La Ferme de Pinot

1 Auditorium  68 seats
2 meetings rooms
1 restaurant
1 Library
3 Educational rooms
MANATOUR WHO ARE WE?

**Industrial tourism pioneer**

A key player in economic discovery tourism, it has managed for almost 30 years visits to renowned companies (Airbus, EDF, Veolia, etc.).

**Operator of the aeroscopia museum**

Entrusted to Manatour as part of a DSP, the operation of aeroscopia testifies to the harmonious combination of economic discovery tourism and cultural tourism.

**Integrated event agency**

Specialist in coaching and preparing seminars and events.

**Receptive tourism agency**

Organizer of a wide range of “à la carte” or packaged stays and circuits.
MANATOUR IN FEW FIGURES…

- Nearly 500,000 visiteurs en 2018
- 1 million visitors at aeroscopia Museum since 2015
- 6,5 millions euros Turnover in 2018
- 70 collaborators